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Natalie M. Ballin • Elizabeth Forrest
Carl E. Lebowitz • Pricilla McCarthy
Eloise Morehouse • Rebecca Pearson
Thomas Picard • Doris P. Radow
Roger Rossi • Catherine C. Ruby
Leonia L. Sagasta • Marlene Schiller

Ileen Skeen • Mary & Paul StockschlaederIleen Skeen • Mary & Paul Stockschlaeder
Carol Teller • Bonnie Yousuf

View these and other photos by Rebecca 
MB. Pearson in hi-res on our website

 

It all began one balmy spring day in 1931. It was the heart of the 
Depression era and many people were desperate. Needing funds
to pay the rent on a Greenwich Village studio that also served as 
his home, Jackson Pollock took a few of his iconoclastic paintings
down several flights of stairs and set them up on the sidewalk,
near Washington Square Park. He was soon joined by his friend
and fellow and fellow Village artist, Wilem DeKoonig, who was in equally
dire straits.
The value of their art would soon skyrocket. Although we don’t
know how many works they sold that day, or how much they took
in, the seed had been planted for a major annual event. The
following year, according to the New York Times, 200 other artists,
calling themselves the Artist’s Aid Committee, joined in and raised
a total of $9,716.a total of $9,716. Their enterprise caught the attention of such
art world luminaries as Gertrude Vanderbilt Whitney (founder of
the Whitney Museum of Art) and Alfred H. Barr, Jr. (Director of
MOMA), who organized the biannual event that evolved into the
Washington Square Outdoor Art Exhibit and now has been a
major attraction for artists and art lovers for over eight decades.
Early exhibitors included such artists as Alice Neel, Saul Berman
and Ilya Bolotowski who lived and worked in the and Ilya Bolotowski who lived and worked in the Village, and
Beauford Delaney, who trekked down from Harlem. The exhibition
has grown over the years and is today a venerated showcase for
artists from points well beyond New York. Its scope has also
expanded to include an eclectic array of media and styles, ranging
from traditional to cutting edge.
Among the milestones that mark the past 84 years are the concept
of the artist being selected as exhibitor by a jury of fellow artists,of the artist being selected as exhibitor by a jury of fellow artists,
based upon images of submitted work; the abolishment of an early
ban on nudes; the inclusion of photography as an art form; and the
recognition of one-of-a-kind handmade crafts. Cash prizes, donated
by individuals, organizations and corporations, are awarded in
various categories, based upon selections by artist-judges.
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